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Kavolis and Leites: From the Editors

FROM THE EDITORS
The Comparative Civilizations Review will seek to publish reasonably
well-written analytic studies and interpretive essays primarily concerned with (1) the comparison of whole civilizations, (2) the development of theories or methods especially useful in comparative civilizational studies or (3) significant issues in the humanities or the social
sciences studied from a comparative civilizational perspective.
By a comparative civilizational perspective we mean (1) the use of
evidence from more than one civilization (the various national traditions
of the modern West being regarded, in this respect, as constituents of a
single civilization) and (2) a method likely to throw new light either on
the processes and structures of civilizations or on the problems of interpreting civilizations in diverse natural and analytic languages. A less
essential consideration, but highly desirable in civilizational studies, is
(3) some degree of incorporation of the perspectives, questions, and
methods of both the humanities and the social sciences.
Papers concerned with aspects of civilizational studies other than the
Analytic or the interpretive as well as that of the literature, working
notes, and (with occasional exceptions) book reviews should be directed
to The Comparative Civilizations Bulletin.
Published with support from the Benjamin Nelson Memorial Foundation, Center for International Studies, University of Pittsburgh and
Dickinson College.
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